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Class action reform does not provide ‘fairness’ to anyone
By Robert S. Green*
The Class Action Fairness Act of 2003, S.274, is a from the Conference of Chief Justices to Sen. Patrick
remake of the Interstate Class Action Jurisdiction
Leahy.)
Act of 1999, the Class Action Fairness Act of 2000
The Chief Justice of New Hampshire characterized
and the Class Action Fairness Act of 2002 that all
the 1999 version of the bill as
an unwarranted
failed to become law. In its most sweeping provisions,
incursion on the principles of judicial federalism unS. 274 seeks to federalize virtually all state class
derlying our system of government.”
actions.
The U.S. Judicial Conference stated that the bill
The new bill would allow class action lawsuits to be
“focuses entirely on the litigation of state-created
rights of action that prefiled in federal court or removed from state court to
sumptively belong in state
federal court by a defencourts. Apparently, the
dant or an unnamed class
‘Eliminatingaccess tojusticeforAmeri- opposition of the judges of
member if the total damthe state and federal
can consumers will Enronize American both
ages exceed $2 million and
courts was not enough to
consumer protection law. Already freed overcome the anecdotal eviparties include citizens
from multiple states.
from the requirement that they provide dence of problems in the
The three exceptions to
state court system because
accuratefinancialinformationto thesmall virtually
the types of class actions
the same proviinvestor, corporations will now befreed to sions are reused
that can be forced into fedin the curunleash unsafe products and illegal fees rent bill.
eral court under the new
bill are very narrow and
Congress’s time would
on the public, as well.’
would leave few class acbe better spent trying to fill
~ Robert S. Green, some of the dozens of vations to be resolved by state
class action attorney cancies in federal court
courts.
In the era of Enron,
~
before they authorize reWorldcozn, Global Crossmoval of all state law class
ing and Arthur Andersen, it is shocking that anyone
actions. As ofFeb. 1 there are 30 “judicial emergencies”
actually believes that non-diverse class actions applyvacant positions with an extremely high pending
ing solely state law are significantly damaging our
caseload. Dozens of other positions remain vacant.
economy. The economic damage from the massive corClogging the system with state law-based class actions
porate frauds and failures are far more devastating than
can have only adverse effects in this environment, like
any of the examples of so-called state court class action
preventing class actions
and many other civil cases
from ever being resolved at all or ill-considered
abuse.
The effect of the corporate fraud exposed in the last
dismissals granted just to clear the dockets.
two years continues to reverberate through our economy.
Eliminating access to justice for American consumWorkers were fired, pension funds destroyed, and stock
ers will Enronize American consumer protection law.
market investments wiped out. Insurance companies
Already freed from the requirement that they provide
that were heavily invested in these companies suffered
accurate financial information to the small investor,
massive losses that they are now recouping through
corporations will now be freed to unleash unsafe prodhuge premium increases.
ucts and illegal fees on the public, as well.
It is beyond question that corporate abuses were
Senate bill 274 does not provide “fairness” to anyone
assisted by the Private Securities Litigation Reform
and should be sent to the same shredder that was used
Act, which was passed by the same folks who now want
to cover up Arthur Andersen’s illegal Enron activity. U
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more class action reform.
For example, the PSLRA mandated dismissal of
securities fraud class actions filed against Worldcom
and Tyco, notwithstanding the massive fraud that led
to their collapse and billions of dollars of damage to our
economy. See In re MCI Worldcom Inc. Sec. Litig. , 1 91 F.
Supp.2d 778 (S.D. Miss. 2002); and In re Tyco Int’l Sec.
Litig., 185 F.Supp.2d 102 (D.N.H. 2002).
In contrast, the opponents to federalizing class

actions include the Conference of Chief Justices and
the U.S. Judicial Conference (see March 28, 2002 letter
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